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relationship between the subject of the photo, the
photographer, its audiences, and the photo itself in relation
to painful and traumatic events, cautioning that the power
of the image lies not in helping us remember events, as
many perceive, but rather instructing us about what is
important to represent:

ABSTRACT

Nepal was struck by two major earthquakes in April and
May 2015 which gave rise to much media attention.
Because of photographs’ power to influence how people
perceive significant events, we investigate how these
disasters are represented visually through Twitter-shared
images in three ways. First, we compare how geotagged
image tweets are distributed vis-à-vis the reported damage,
to see if a seemingly “objective” method of representation
stands up. Second, with an iteratively developed coding
scheme, we examine how images are differently produced
and shared within global versus local populations and after
each earthquake, with the idea that amplification
“collectively instructs” what features of the event are most
important. Third, we analyze how images from other
locations, disasters, and time periods are appropriated as
part of the “story” of the disaster event. We found
differences in image popularity, with global twitterers
emphasizing recovery and relief efforts in their diffusion of
images, and locals emphasizing people suffering and major
damage in their sourcing and re-sharing. We also found that
globals were more likely to appropriate images, evoking
lessons from Sontag about “the pain of others” [39].

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as collective
memory—part of the same family of spurious notions
as collective guilt. But there is collective instruction ...
What is called collective memory is not a remembering
but a stipulating: that this is important, and this is the
story about how it happened, with the pictures that
lock the story in our minds. Sontag [39, p. 85-86]
Imagery is so powerful that it skews stories toward the
direction of the photographer but also in relation to its
manner of distribution and extent of diffusion: what is seen
influences how we are persuaded to come to understand
what happened. With the rapid and frequent distribution of
images through social media by multiple photographers,
publishers, and republishers, the stories being told now
about disasters are likely to multiply, but perhaps are
different across populations of users.

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

In this paper, we examine the stories told through Twitterdiffused images of the earthquakes that struck Nepal in
April and May 2015. We examine the question about how
disasters are represented in three progressively probing
ways. First, we examine the correlation between geotagged
image tweets in the affected Nepali region and the
distribution of structural damage to ask the straightforward
question: how well does social media-distributed
photography about damage represent the distribution of
damage geographically? Are even these most distilled and
“objective” measures of disasters’ effects accurate?
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INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of image production and sharing in
disaster response and its aftermath in a world now
supported by social media begs to ask new questions about
the representations of disaster through imagery. Sontag, in
her essay Regarding the Pain of Others, explores the

Second, we investigate what images the Nepali population
versus the rest of the world distributed: what were the most
popular images of the event, and did they differ between
those closer to the event linguistically and geographically,
and those who were distant? Among which populations
were these images diffused? This follows prior work that
suggests that social media textual messages have different
qualities and diffusion characteristics between local and
global groups [22, 40, 42].
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Third, we investigate the appropriation of imagery into the
telling of the disaster event, and consider how, why, and by
whom images that do not contain objective content about
the disaster event become included.
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image-sharing, in part because it is so popular [44]. Social
media posts containing images have been shown to receive
higher user engagement on Twitter [34] and Facebook [35].
The rise of social media platforms dedicated to photo- and
video-sharing demonstrates the compelling nature of visual
imagery even in everyday communication [30]. Imagebased communication can expose readers to other societies,
geographies, ideas, and people, including both the
photographer and the photographer’s subjects. In addition,
we know that during crisis events, people share and
propagate images and video of impending hazards, of
damage to critical infrastructure, of safety alerts and orders,
and of lost people, pets, and important belongings [25, 48].

BACKGROUND

We review supporting literature in crisis informatics,
human-centered computing, and social media image
analysis to inform this research.
Crisis Informatics

Crisis informatics is the study of how people use digital
technology to respond to disaster in creative ways to cope
with uncertainty. Research in this area has exposed sociobehavioral phenomena such as the rise of digital
volunteerism [41], the vocalization of personal experiences
[3], and high tempo event reporting [20], and has informed
improvements of response features including evacuation
[18] and situational awareness [44] efficiencies.

Motivating our first set of questions in this research
concerning the relationship between geotagged imagery and
damage, we surveyed prior work that has considered
imagery and geospatial data together. Tools have been
implemented to allow visualization of images from
geotagged tweets on maps to learn about news and current
events happening around the world [12, 49]. Abdullah et al.
[2] combine methods in image processing, text processing,
sentiment analysis, and data integration to infer societal
happiness based on geotagged images shared on Twitter.
Kawakubo and Yanai [19] extend an algorithm for ranking
images based on similarity to incorporate images’
geolocations. Geospatial metadata of photos have been used
to automate generation of tourist maps and to detect events
from distinct cameras [6, 8]. These ranging ideas about how
geotagged images are used to different ends influenced our
thinking about “representation.”

In this paper, we are interested in a strand of crisis
informatics that examines how social media users who are
proximal to versus distant from a disaster event differently
engage in social media activity, and in particular imagesharing. This is because, for some events, the whole world
seems to respond online. Prior work indicates that social
media interaction by people who are nearby a disaster event
or who have close personal connections to the place (for
example, property owners who live afar, or parents of
children away at college) is different than those who are
distant geographically and have few attachments to the
place. Local and global users value different kinds of
information, as seen through the retweeting practices during
disaster events [40, 42]. Those close to the event versus
those who are afar also propagate information differently,
with locals favoring information from other locals [22]. In
some cases, by isolating the affected population through a
sequence of sampling methods to extract their social media
data, we find that when their tweets are read as a lengthy
monologue, the stories of their experiences are revealed. In
examination of the Far Rockaway neighborhood in New
York City, locals’ social media narratives often revealed
strong sentiments about being underserved by the
government and underrepresented by the media in the
aftermath of 2012’s Hurricane Sandy [3]. We draw upon
sampling and analytical methods from these studies to
investigate the role of imagery in social media in the
aftermath of disaster, and especially how imagery is
produced and shared online by different populations.

The second part of our analysis involves finding the most
popular images shared across different Twitter populations.
Shamma et al. showed how feedback about group behavior
on an online image-sharing platform aids editors in curating
photos that meet their editorial requirements [37]. Often,
analysis of images and their diffusion incorporates analysis
of additional content types, such as machine-generated tags
[13] and message source characteristics, e.g. social status of
the user sharing content [44]. Defining and measuring
popularity of images on social media are open research
problems [5, 28]. Recent work on political identities on
Instagram provided much insight on developing and
applying an image coding scheme to social media image
data [27]. Similarly, methods presented in [45] for
categorizing and analyzing images of a crisis event based
on visual content, as well as analyzing the diffusion of
images based on sharing patterns, are particularly relevant
to our study, both in domain and method.

Photos and Human-Centered Computing Research

HCI research has investigated the practices associated with
photography with respect to the advent of photo sharing
applications and pervasive cameras. At the individual level,
research has examined motivations and intentions for
photo-taking and -sharing [26, 45], which has informed the
development of “photoware” [11]. Family groups display
and share photos in their own interesting ways, and several
studies have sought to design technology that support these
group behaviors and practices [7, 10, 31, 32].

Finally, informing the third part of our study, research on
“citizen journalism” of disaster events [25] has motivated
our work, including studies that have focused on the
detection of false or appropriated images and rumors shared
on social media, which creates a critical problem during
disasters when people rely on accurate and timely
information [4, 16, 29, 43].

Social Media Image Analysis

With growth of social media, new practice-based and
technical questions are being asked of photo- and other
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THE 2015 NEPAL EARTHQUAKES

On April 25, 2015, a massive 7.8 earthquake struck Nepal
with its epicenter east of the Gorkha district. Many large
aftershocks continued over the following weeks causing
more damage and distress, with people sleeping outside in
case the aftershocks struck at night. A second 7.3
earthquake struck on May 12 near Mt. Everest. Even
though these earthquakes struck less populous regions and
caused less damage than predicted in a region that has been
seismically staged for a major earthquake, these quakes
were nevertheless some of the worst natural disasters to
strike Nepal, killing over 8,000 people and destroying over
500,000 homes [15]. Nepal’s economic loss has been
reported at 10 billion U.S. dollars, or half of Nepal’s gross
domestic product [14].
Figure 2. Epicenters of the 2015 earthquakes (CNN).

DATA COLLECTION & ANALYTICS METHODS
Data Collection

Figure 1 shows the number of tweets collected per day from
April 25 through May 31, 2015, which in total number
12.9M. The first spike is on April 26, likely because the full
data collection did not start until after the earthquake hit on
the first day. The second spike on May 12 corresponds to
the second major earthquake that occurred between the
capital Kathmandu and Mt. Everest (see Figure 2).

We analyzed the images shared through Twitter in relation
to these events because of access by a wide global
audience. Starting on April 25, 2015, the day the first
earthquake struck, we began collecting tweets on the event
using our Project EPIC data collection infrastructure [3,
36]. The tweets were collected via Twitter's Streaming API
based on a list of over 150 keywords that we deemed
relevant based on manual inspection of tweets as the event
unfolded (see Appendix). Note that tweets containing multilanguage terms for “earthquake” are collected constantly as
part of our lab’s work, whereas terms particular to the
Nepal earthquakes were launched as events unfolded
throughout the first day. We collected data into 2016,
ensuring that whatever temporal bounds were needed for
analysis were possible.

We examined the data in two parts to correspond to each of
the earthquakes: after-first (April 25–May 11, 2015) and
after-second (May 12–May 31, 2015), indicated by the
dashed line in Figure 1. This allows differences in image
sharing and production after each earthquake, if any, to
reveal themselves, especially since the first earthquake
received more international coverage.
Additional Methods for Analysis Part 1:
Structural Damage Correlation

Recall that we are analyzing Twitter images in three ways.
For the first, to investigate the correlation between
geotagged tweets in the Nepali region and the distribution
of structural damage, we used damage assessment data
from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA),
specifically the NGA Nepal Earthquake Open Data Search
application1. These data are derived from satellite imagery
taken from April 26–May 13, 2015, which covers the
immediate aftermath of both major earthquakes. Each data
point has geographic coordinates, the recorded date, and
classification as Affected, Minor, Major, or Destroyed. We
also use population data from the 2011 Nepal census, taken
at the district level2. We follow the methods described by
Kryvasheyeu et al. [23] to calculate correlations between
normalized tweet activity per capita and damage, and to
measure rank correlation coefficients for affected districts.
1

Data from Latest NGA Damage Assessment Points,
http://nepal.nga.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/5dd6783700854090
80c2c8f2ed019b55_0

Figure 1. Number of tweets collected/day from April 25 to
May 31, 2015. The dashed line falls just before the second
earthquake, indicating the two data subsets.

2

Data from District/VDC wise population of Nepal (CBS 2011),
http://umeshg.com.np/district-wise-population-of-nepal-cbs-2011/
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Additional Methods for Analysis Part 2:
Image Coding for Local and Global Twitter Populations

# of original image tweets

To learn about the representation of disaster via images, we
are interested in analyzing the top images shared on Twitter
in different populations. This involves finding all tweets
with images, separating these images into groups based on
the users’ proximity to the disaster, finding the most
retweeted images within each group, and then coding image
tweets for content and intended meaning.
We filtered the 12.9M tweets for those containing an
entities.media.media_url variable, which means
they contain media uploaded through Twitter’s image
uploader, the only method to display media inline in a
tweet. There were 3.7M such image-containing tweets
(what we refer to as “image tweets”). A small portion
(<1%) of these tweets contained non-photo content, i.e.
videos or gifs, which we excluded. Tweets with links to
articles which display a preview with an image were
excluded from the set, as the metadata do not indicate
which URLs produce such a preview. Image tweets that
were no longer available on Twitter due to privacy settings,
intentional deletion by the user, or inaccessible user
accounts were also excluded from analysis.

Data subset

4/25 - 5/11
(after-firstearthquake)

5/12 - 5/31
(after-secondearthquake)

Not Nepali (Global)

509,102

134,598

Nepali (Local)

4,854

4,604

Geotagged in Nepal

884

402

Table 1. Originally-sourced image-containing tweet counts
per data subset.

of each category, then calculated aggregate values to count
the occurrences of the retweets’ retweeted_status.id
(i.e., the tweet id of the originating tweet). Since this dataset
comes from the Streaming API and does not include an
entire history of Twitter data, it is not guaranteed that every
original tweet for which there is a retweet exists in the
dataset. Therefore, once we obtained the original tweet ids
with the highest counts in each category, we then obtained
the original tweet metadata by querying for a retweet of that
tweet, since all retweets contain the full metadata for their
originating tweet in the retweeted_status field. The
counts of original image tweets for each category (and for
image tweets geotagged in Nepal) are shown in Table 1.

To understand if and how people close to the event (locals)
and people away from the event (globals) posted images,
we divided the tweets into two broad analytical categories:
(1) image tweets with associated text in Nepali and (2)
image tweets with text in a language other than Nepali.

For each of the four datasets—globally-sourced-after-first,
globally-sourced-after-second, locally-sourced-after-first,
and locally-sourced-after-second—we hand-coded the Top
100 most retweeted image tweets, resulting in a full dataset
of 400 image tweets. We chose the top retweets rather than
using stratified samples because we are interested in what
images were most likely to be seen on Twitter by users in
each population group.

We consider the Nepali image tweets to represent the local
population, or users who are likely to have close ties to
Nepal. Our justification for using Nepali as a proxy for
locality is that it is only spoken in Nepal as an official
national language. Thus, we can make an informed
assumption that people tweeting in Nepali are likely to have
a significant connection to Nepal even if they do not reside
there. (We use image tweets geotagged in Nepal as a proxy
for locality only in the geospatial analysis—Part 1—as we
found that the majority of these geotagged tweets are not
posted by people who live in Nepal. Thus, we do not
consider these tweets to be representative of the local
population after comparing the data.) This leaves the nonNepali tweets to represent the global public. Surely tweets
coming out of Nepal also occurred in other languages,
including English; we make a broad assumption that many
such tweets are intended to communicate to a larger
audience and therefore can stand in the global category, as
opposed to tweets in Nepali which are clearly intended only
for Nepali speakers. Though there are limitations with this
approach, the geographical uniqueness of the Nepali
language and the large number of tweets generated during
this time period allow consideration of broad trends.

The coding scheme (Table 2) was developed iteratively,
and then, once stable, was reapplied across all tweets.
Emulating Mahoney et al. [27], we assigned one “primary”
code to each image tweet based on what we deemed as both
the primary focus of the image as well as the primary intent
of the original sender for tweeting the image. For multiphoto tweets (tweets with 2-4 uploaded images), we
similarly assigned one primary code for the tweet taking
into consideration all of the attached images. (79 of the 400
tweets had multiple images). All Nepali language tweets
were translated by a native speaker; languages that
appeared in the global set were dominated by English; other
non-English text was translated using Google Translate. We
used the tweet text to resolve meaning with respect to what
the sender intended the meaning of the image to be. We
also used Google Image Search supplementally to find
image source, when that was in question. Using one code
per image tweet as the dominant message ensured accurate
reporting of retweet counts per category. Example images
for each coding scheme category are shown in Figure 3.

We first found the top retweeted images originally posted
by locals and globals for each time range, after-first and
after-second, resulting in four datasets total. We created
MongoDB queries to find all retweets that fit the conditions
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images with Nepal recovery in mind. An example is an
iconic photo of Mt. Everest, which could be a message of
hope and recovery for Nepal, or could have had been a
message of national pride that occurs also at other times.

Description

branded
groups

Advertising or containing logos for
organizations/companies.

celebrities

Featuring celebrities.

concern &
prayer

Suggesting prayers or well-wishes,
e.g. "Pray for Nepal."

missing &
memorial

Missing people or people who died
due to the earthquake.

nonphotographic
information

Text, documents, maps, infographics,
or screenshots of social media/news.
Not photos.

other

Apparently associated to the disaster
or to Nepal (via data collection) not
covered by the other categories.

people
suffering

People who appear to be suffering
from the earthquake in some way,
injured, or dead.

On the other hand, we found some of the image tweets
clearly irrelevant to the earthquake, despite being included
in our collection. For instance, the keywords landslide
and avalanche produced some noise, as they are terms
used in many contexts (e.g. landslide victory, Avalanche
hockey team). Once these noisy terms were identified via
manual inspection, we excluded all image tweets that were
collected only by these terms to be consistent.
Once we found the Top 100 tweets for each of the four
datasets, we used a time zone approach to classify as local
or global all retweets of these original tweets in our full
collection, because most retweets do not have additional
text associated with them to evaluate for language, and the
retweeted tweet might be in a language that is not the user’s
own primary language. For each re-tweeter, we determined
that they were local if their selected Twitter time zone was
in the unique Kathmandu time zone, which covers all of
Nepal, and which is 15 minutes off of countries surrounding
it. A retweeter was otherwise considered global, unless
their time zone was the default “None,” in which case they
were eliminated from this part of the analysis.

politics & media Political or mass media activity, or
depicting opinions of such activity.
relief &
recovery

Relief and recovery groups and their
activity or proposed activity, e.g.
supplies being distributed, people
(civilians or responders) making
assessments, teams/groups standing
together, moving rubble, or designs
for earthquake-resistant houses.

rescue

Rescue efforts in the immediate
aftermath. This implies "people
suffering" as well.

structural &
environmental
damage

Damage to buildings and
infrastructure, or of natural disaster
itself (e.g. landslide).

Additional Methods for Analysis Part 3:
Image Appropriation

Third, we investigate the appropriation of imagery into the
telling of the disaster event, and explore how, why, and by
whom images that do not necessarily contain objective
content about the disaster event are folded into the disaster
account. For this analysis, we examined the images in each
of the Top 100 image tweets in the global and local sets
manually, using Google Image Search to find their origins.
Each image was coded as being of the time and place of this
disaster, not in the time and place of the disaster, or
ambiguous. Four images from the full dataset of 400 image
tweets were found to be appropriated, and one ambiguous.

Table 2. Image tweet coding scheme.

To check for rating reliability, the two coders coded the
same subset of 50 images. The inter-rater reliability, using
two statistical measures, was: Fleiss’ κ = 0.889 and Cohen’s
κ = 0.923, both of which indicate “almost perfect”
agreement according to Landis and Koch [24]. We closely
examined and discussed all conflicts, resolving those where
possible. The primary coder coded the remaining dataset,
with additional checks with the second coder along the way.
This iterative process ensures that inter-rater reliability for
the full dataset of 400 image tweets is higher than the initial
inter-rater reliability test.

We speculate that part of the representation of disaster
stems from the relationship between where users tweet from
and where the damage occurred. We map the tweets per
capita using the 1,286 original tweets with images that are
geotagged in Nepal in the full study time range, normalized
by district-level population data (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows
the distribution of NGA damage assessment points at the
four damage levels in the affected districts.

We coded as other any images that were apparently related
either to Nepal or to the earthquake (such as images of
Nepali cricket teams and politicians) based on their
inclusion in our data collection. Even if the content of the
image itself was not clearly related to the earthquake, we
could not eliminate the possibility that users posted these

We illustrate the correlations between damage and
geotagged image tweet activity in Figure 6. Results are
shown for cumulative damage, but were also calculated for
each level of damage individually. The scatterplot indicates
a positive correlation between damage and geotagged
image tweet activity for all levels of damage based on the

ANALYSES & FINDINGS
Part 1: Structural Damage Correlation
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branded
groups

celebrities

concern & prayer

missing &
memorial

non-photographic
information

other

people suffering

politics & media

relief & recovery

rescue

structural &
environmental
damage
Figure 3. Example images from each image tweet coding scheme category.
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positive slope of the linear regression line. We found
similar results for the three highest levels of damage
(Destroyed, Major, and Minor), but a slightly negative
correlation for Affected (likely because Affected points
make up only 7% of the NGA dataset). Additionally, we
calculated rank correlation coefficients—Kendall’s τ,
Spearman’s ρ, and Pearson’s ρ—between these variables
and show results for cumulative damage in Table 3. All
correlations are statistically significant with p-values
<0.001, affirming a positive correlation between damage
and geotagged image tweet activity in Nepal.

Figure 4. Tweets per capita based on original tweets with
images that are geotagged in Nepal and district-level
population data.

The linear-fit regression line (shown with a 95% confidence
interval) makes clear the relationship between damage and
tweet activity for each district. Those districts above the
line experienced more damage than was represented by the
number of images tweeted by users there—i.e., they were
underrepresented on Twitter. Conversely, those districts
below the line were overrepresented with respect to image
tweets as compared to the amount of damage that occurred.
Kathmandu, the most densely populated district, falls on or
very near the line in all plots, showing that damage image
tweets and amount of damage were closely correlated there.
However, the outliers suggest that one cannot reliably
depend on this measure: Sindhupalchok and Nuwakot are
the most underrepresented, and Rasuwa and Kaski the most
overrepresented. In analyzing the image tweets geotagged
in these districts, we find that the content of the images is
largely not representative of damage. In Sindhupalchok,
only 40% (n=66) of the image tweets were users’ own
photos of earthquake damage or aftermath; in Nuwakot,
22% (n=9); in Rasuwa, 17% (n=6); and in Kaski, 10%
(n=122). Other images in these tweets include autogenerated maps and infographics alerting of recent
earthquakes, news photos (which often portray locations
other than where the tweets are geotagged), and other
photos that may or may not be related to the earthquakes
but do not portray damage. Although 68% of all users
among the four districts could be determined to be
individuals in Nepal, they produce only 37% of the
tweets—the rest come from news reporting (or
unidentifiable) accounts.

Figure 5. NGA damage assessment points overlayed on map
depicting tweets (geotagged with images) per capita. Numbers
in brackets represent total number of points in each category.

We speculate why these particular districts may be misrepresented; for instance, Kaski is the default geographic
center of Nepal, so any tweets manually geotagged as
“Nepal” will thus be geotagged specifically in Kaski.
Sindhupalchok was the worst affected district, yet had
relatively few geotagged image tweets. This district became
hard to access due to damage and its already rural location;
residents may not have been twitterers, and/or were not in a
position to tweet following the earthquake. Outsiders who
could have tweeted could not easily reach the area.

Figure 6. Plot of geotagged image tweet activity in the full
study date range v damage, which is measured in no. of NGA
damage assessment points at all levels/district. The best-fit
regression line shows a positive correlation.
Statistic
Kendall’s

Part 2: Global vs. Local Representations

Qualitative analysis of the images uncovered differences in
thematic image content propagated between the local and
global populations and after the two separate earthquakes.

τ

0.53 (p < 0.001)

Spearman’s ρ

0.62 (p < 0.001)

Pearson’s ρ

0.50 (p < 0.001)

Table 3. Rank correlation coefficients for all damage
compared to geotagged image tweet activity.
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Locally-sourced-after-first
6,246 retweets of Top 100 image tweets

# original
tweets:

35

15

11

9

6

6

6

5

3

3

1

Globally-sourced-after-first
233,535 retweets of Top 100 image tweets

# original
tweets:

10

4

3

19

1

6

19

21

9

5

3

Locally-sourced-after-second
3,076 retweets of Top 100 image tweets

# original
tweets:

23

24

11

17

11

2

1

9

0

0

2

19

0

7

4

Globally-sourced-after-second
76,003 retweets of Top 100 image tweets

# original
tweets:

5

17

0

10

10

25

3

Figure 7. Distribution of retweets of each image category for each dataset. Also shown is the split between retweets by locals and
by globals. The numbers beneath each category are the number of original images (out of the Top 100) for that category. All
charts are sorted according to locally-sourced-after-first original image tweet popularity. Globally-sourced image tweets are
retweeted almost exclusively by globals, whereas locally-sourced tweets are more frequently retweeted by locals.
(Note different y-axis scales.)
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The distribution of thematic image categories for retweets
of each of the four sets of original image tweets based on
coding are shown in Figure 7. A chi-square test shows that
the differences in coding between the four subsets are
statistically significant, χ2(24, N=400) = 147.87, p<.001.
Recall that our interest here is how the propagation of
images indicates what Sontag refers to as “collective
instruction” about what populations deem important to
stipulate about the impact of an event.

words, the global audience in part derives its material from
the local, generative audience [42]. The data also show a
notable disappearance of concern & prayer imagery during
after-second, indicating that the event lost attention from all
populations as time passed after the initial earthquake.
For locals, images in the same categories (recovery &
relief, non-photographic information, and politics & media)
remained the most shared and retweeted after each
earthquake, with structural & environmental damage also
rising as a top category. For globals, though, we see a shift
in image content between the two events—particularly from
people suffering as the clear top category to celebrities.
Though images of people suffering and damage are still
popular among globals in after-second, retweets of
celebrities in the Top 100 outstrip retweets of any other
image category.

In the aftermath of the first earthquake, the differences in
the Top 100 datasets between the local and global
populations are substantial. Whereas the most popular (via
retweet) images (considering here both original image and
retweet image rates combined) in the local group are on
relief & recovery, non-photographic information (like
maps and charts), and politics & media, these categories are
among the least popular in the global user population.
Rather, in the globally-sourced-after-first set, images of
people suffering as well as images of rescue (which, by
their nature, also portray people suffering) were the most
tweeted, followed by images of structural & environmental
damage. This suggests that the global population is
captivated by emotionally compelling pictures of the
disaster while locals focus on other matters, perhaps for a
variety of reasons, including that propagating people
suffering and rescue could over-represent the lived
experience and/or that locals are looking for information
that allows them to act by helping others or themselves.

Part 3: Appropriation of Imagery

We investigate the appropriation of photos taken outside the
time and space of the disaster events into the story of the
April and May earthquakes, examining any differences
there might be between the local and global data sets.
Overall, we found four images in the full dataset of 400
image tweets that were confirmed to be appropriated from
other times and/or places in globally-sourced-after-first,
and an additional image in locally-sourced-after-first that
has ambiguous origins. No indications of appropriated
imagery were found in the other datasets.
The second most retweeted image overall is of a young boy
said to be holding his younger sister (Figure 8). Most of the
retweets of this image are a cropped version of Figure 8 and
say that it is a “young boy protecting his sister in Nepal.”
This image is in fact not related to the Nepal earthquake at
all—and on May 2, 2015, as a result of this incorrect rumor,
the photographer tweeted the original, uncropped version of
this image showing the copyright watermark to say:

After the second earthquake, we see images of celebrities
being retweeted frequently only in globally-sourced-aftersecond. These images were comparatively retweeted very
infrequently in the other three datasets. Images in the nonphotographic information category were also common in
the locally-sourced-after-second dataset. This category
includes images of long sections of text on topics such as
assessing earthquake damage and infographics of
earthquake effects; many of these images are presumably
meaningful primarily to locally affected people.
Retweet counts were much higher after the first earthquake
relatively across both sets, and for globally-sourced image
tweets across both earthquakes: locally-sourced-after-first
image tweets were retweeted 6K times, globally-sourcedafter-first 233K, locally-sourced-after-second 3K, and
globally-sourced-after-second 76K times. Regarding
retweeting behavior, we see that in general, image tweets
from globals are retweeted almost exclusively by globals,
whereas image tweets from locals have a much higher rate
of local retweeting. Specifically, we see locals retweet
other locals’ non-photographic information and politics &
media imagery the most, as these are particularly relevant to
locals and irrelevant or even incomprehensible to globals.
However, the local image tweets in other categories are also
highly retweeted by globals, indicating that globals find
value in locally sourced imagery and play a role in diffusing
and amplifying local representations of the disaster. In other

Figure 8. Photo of children in Vietnam in 2007, but rumored to
be taken in Nepal earthquake aftermath. ©nason-nguyen
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This is my photo about two Vietnamese
Hmong ethnic children taken in 2007 in
Ha Giang province, it's not about Nepal.
(@nasonnguyen)

In interviews, he explains how this is not the first time this
image has been appropriated. In this case, the image was
resurfaced after the earthquake and made to appear to
depict two lonely, scared children [33]. It appears in this
appropriated form eight times in globally-sourced-afterfirst (not including the photographer’s tweet), accounting
for 38% of all original image tweets in the people suffering
category for this dataset. (Note that to keep to a consistent
rule, similar images were not collapsed together into one in
the Top 100 datasets, because sometimes images were
taken from a similar vantage point, or were in yet another
way very slightly different—cropped or otherwise edited—
making it sometimes difficult to determine uniqueness.)

Figure 9. The original tweet (from @tsbugg) claimed these
were praying monks after the Nepal earthquake; the photo
was in fact taken in Thailand in 2010.

Another top retweeted image in the globally-sourced-afterfirst set, retweeted over 1,500 times, shows an impressive
scene of thousands of monks praying together in formation
(Figure 9). According to the post by an American news
writer on April 25, the image shows 100,000 monks
praying after the earthquake as “a necessary gesture of
power.” However, numerous comments on the tweet,
including one by the original twitterer, reveal that this
photograph was taken in Thailand in 2010 [21]. The
original twitterer himself said:
Yes, I know this photo by Luke Duggleby
is a couple years old, but it still
speaks a powerful message for right now.
#NepalEarthquake. (@tsbugg)

There were two instances of damage photos from other
earthquakes folded into multi-photo tweets in which the rest
of the photos were from the Nepal earthquake (Figure 10).
One (from @The_Onliest_) shows a shattered road taken
after the 2013 Bohol earthquake in the Philippines, and the
other (from @MrAlMubarak) shows damaged buildings
after the 2008 Sichuan earthquake in China. The tweet
containing the first image has replies from users who are
skeptical of its origins, while the tweet containing the
second contains no indication that it depicts a different
earthquake, but we ourselves suspected a mismatch. Further
investigation into both photos revealed occurrences on
blogs and news articles dated before the Nepal earthquake,
confirming their origins from other events.

Figure 10. Two images of damage made to appear to be the
aftermath of the Nepal earthquake. They are rather aftermath
photos of earthquakes in 2013 in the Philippines (top, from
@The_Onliest_) and in 2008 in China (bottom, from
@MrAlMubarak).

Finally, a dramatic image of birds sitting atop wood debris
(Figure 11) was shared by local user @chandangoopta in a
Nepali tweet about hope in recovery, and includes
#NepalQuake,” implying that this image shows damage
from the earthquake. As with the previous examples, tweet
replies point to its ambiguous origins, as the original
twitterer says that he has “no idea” to whom to credit the
photo, with different answers from others that we could not
substantiate as being from the time and place of the
earthquakes.

Figure 11. Image of ambiguous origins showing birds atop
timber (from @chandangoopta).
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Common in all these examples is a sense of drama—
children suffering, monks praying, extensive damage, a
flock of black birds. That four of the five images are
confirmed as appropriated from other events, yet were
among the most retweeted images from this event, shows
how compelling images gain popularity online, especially
from the global population.

When we examine in Part 2 what we call local and global
populations, using Nepali language as the “language-world”
proxy for locally-sourced tweets, even with all the
limitations that that introduces, differences start coming
into view, indicating the topics that Nepali speakers are
most concerned about and what the rest of the world is most
concerned about are different. Retweeting locals focus
more on relief and recovery imagery, non-photographic
information (like maps and infographics) and structural
damage imagery more than the retweeting globals do,
whereas globals focus more on people suffering and rescue
activities. This finding is consistent with other social media
research that indicates that people close to the event look
for particulars that might help them understand the extent of
the destruction [22, 40, 42]. The retweeting globals care
more about the abstract of the event, and perhaps the
dramatic retelling of it: they need not, for example, go to
work in the region of the disaster, nor find out what
buildings are safe to continue with their lives. Furthermore,
we learn that global retweeters rely on content produced by
local sourcers, and that, in terms of their retweeting
characteristics, locals pursue content from other locals.

We note that, though in some cases, there is no indication
that the imagery depicts something other than the Nepal
earthquake, in others we located users who initially tweeted
these images acknowledging the appropriation (or lack of
proper attribution). Some users may tweet appropriated
imagery as an honest mistake, as it can be difficult to
determine whether an image is from a different time, place,
and/or event. For others, the open acknowledgment
suggests that they do not perceive appropriation as a
malicious practice in this context. Rather, for them, it seems
to be another way of visually representing disaster and
garnering support through compelling imagery. However,
we know, too, that the public challenges to the photos’
origins, and the photographers’ responses, indicate that the
appropriation into the Nepal disaster story is still
questionable to some.

Part 3 makes this point even clearer, with four photos—and
one occurring eight times by different senders—in the
globally-sourced Top 100 that are confirmed to be
appropriated from other times and places to become a part
of the Nepal earthquake disaster account. The number of
images is not large, but their re-distribution is, and
communicates much more drama in relation to how locals
perceive the event.

DISCUSSION

These investigations reveal that there are multiple stories
being told, even at a macro scale of analysis that treats
popular diffusion of images (the Top 100) as the singular
point of view. Of course, any viewership will construct its
own story, but even that is derived from much of the same
material from which many other stories are told. In
addition, we know that there are multiple intentions at
work: that of the photographer, perhaps that of the subject
of the photo, that of the social media sender, those of the resenders, and even those of the researchers, who try to
“categorize” content based on its seemingly salient features.

The inquiry aligns closely with Sontag’s treatment of
photography [38], and particularly photography that
captures the “pain of others” to use her words [39]. Sontag,
reflecting on the depiction of war, explains that:
Awareness of the suffering that accumulates in a select
number of wars happening elsewhere is something
constructed. Principally in the form that is registered
by cameras, it flares up, is shared by many people, and
fades from view. In contrast to a written account—
which, depending on its complexity of thought,
reference, and vocabulary, is pitched at a larger or
smaller readership—a photograph has only one
language and is destined potentially for all. [39, p. 20]

When we examine the results of Part 1—the correlations
between the geotagged image tweets and the distribution of
damage across the region—we learn that, in aggregate, they
correlate closely. What does this reveal, and what mistakes
would a “researcher’s intention” make by leaving the
analysis there? Statistically, the relationship is in some
places significant. Some data science projects would be
satisfied with the result that the occurrence of geotagged
tweets is correlated to the amount of damage. Examination
of the images however, and of the twitterers who produce
them, paints a different picture: the images are less
frequently photos of on-the-ground activity, and more
frequently infographics and maps that originate from news
and media accounts that are not mobile—in other words,
their geotags mean relatively little in relation to the finer
aspects of geography and damage in Nepal. What we learn,
in short, is that geotagged images coming from Twitter are
not representative of the Nepal disaster in terms of
“objective” depictions of damage, even though there just
happens to be a good enough geographical correlation.

The “one language” of photos is what makes them so
powerful and allows different kinds of meaning to be
attached with text; even a “#nepal” is what makes them
malleable to the assumption of different intents, often
different than the photographer’s intent. That there are
differences in the local and global populations’ popularity
of images indicates that we can infer what the observer of
the image at least partially intends: that is, to observe and
understand the event through the pain of others. Even the
photo of the Vietnamese children has much meaning placed
upon it: they are neither victims of the earthquake nor
Nepali, and they may not even be desperately unhappy.
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They could instead be in a state of play, with one consoling
the other because an action on the playground was
misunderstood. They may not be “people suffering,” but the
associated tweet text indicates that the sender thinks this,
and indeed “instructs,” to borrow again from Sontag, that
the audience see the image in this way as well.

upon the act. To assume journalistic accuracy of
appropriated images is a violation of the first expectation,
but perhaps not the second, which emphasizes persuasion
for collective emoting. The photographs might even be
“stand ins” for the real thing that could not otherwise be
photographed. Surely children were scared. Surely religious
people prayed, so why not borrow photos to be used
symbolically? Further still, maybe the intention of the photo
of the monks was not to represent something happening in
Nepal, but instead shared to say “the world cares,” or more
specifically, “Thailand cares.” But of course the watcher
may read and amplify the message for a different intention:
such is the conflict between the two competing expectations
of imagery, especially when diffused over social media.3

This begs the question of what is the goal of the watcher in
these events that can now easily be photographically shared
rapidly and frequently. To what extent do we see people
outside the area of affect as “curious onlookers,” or even
the more distasteful “disaster tourists” [9, 17]? To what
extent is watching required to be an informed citizen to
know what is happening and that it happened, and how do
we—or even can we—separate that obligation from the
“pleasure of flinching” [39, p. 41]? There are allegedly
those who deny the horrors of Nazi Germany; therefore, to
watch is to witness. It is a responsibility to watch, even
when watching is nevertheless entangled with problems of
objectification and gratitude for not being a victim oneself.

Though the relationships between posters and audiences are
muddied by these different purposes as they propagate over
time, the sourcing and amplifying audience of the globals
appears to favor those images that display hardship and
victimhood, whereas locals favor substantive information
upon which they can perhaps act. The audiences themselves
iteratively sort the messages for subsequent consumption.

Two Competing Expectations:
Journalistic Accuracy and Drawing a Collective Gaze

These issues have always been entangled with
photography—both the viewing of and the taking of—but
social media brings these complications into a new light.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the representation of the 2015 Nepal
earthquakes via images shared on Twitter, attending to the
lessons of Sontag [39], and the role that imagery plays in
the dynamics of relating to the pain of others. We found
that though the location of geotagged tweets correlates to
the distribution of damage by districts, content analysis
shows little connection. An analysis of the Top 100 image
tweets in the local and global populations, using Nepali
language tweets as a proxy for locality, show a different
diffusion of content, with locals focusing more on the
business of the response and the damage the earthquake
caused in their cities. The global population focused more
on the images of people suffering. After the second
earthquake, the results shift for globals but less for locals,
suggesting some disaster fatigue for those not affected by
the events. The attention of celebrities gains ground after
the second earthquake for the globals, suggesting the need
for new mechanisms for maintaining the world’s gaze upon
Nepal. Appropriation of imagery not of the Nepal
earthquake has purposes that violate one expectation—that
of journalistic accuracy—but honor another—that of
drawing a collective gaze onto a disaster scene.

Specifically, we see that there are competing expectations
with viewing imagery as distributed through social media.
One of the expectations that comes with use of many social
media platforms—and certainly Twitter—is the “real-time”
quality of them. To tweet is to say what is happening “right
now” or very recently, or at least that is the expectation of
many. Associated images then, are assigned that same
expectation—a journalistic accounting of what is
happening on the ground. In this expectation trajectory, to
watch is to be accurately informed.
However, another consequence of social media is social
connection, sometimes to people far and wide. The sharing
of images here might have different goals, including that of
collective watching and developing widely shared
intersubjective knowledge of the event, and fostering
feelings of solidarity with those suffering. The
preponderance of images of people suffering and being
rescued, then, is designed to compel a collective gaze to be
drawn to the event. It is a curious thing when significant
disasters happen and the world’s gaze cannot be drawn, and
perhaps is even studiously averted. Are the events not
photographable enough? Indeed, in this research the data
after the second earthquake suggest that the global
population needs new techniques for maintaining its gaze as
attention to the shocking first earthquake wanes: we see the
rise of celebrity-associated messaging.

3

The competing expectations are brought deeper into battle when
an appropriated image is included in a collage of images that are
journalistically accurate. The sender’s work in such cases might be
indicative of sloppy journalism (when three images about damage
come from Nepal but a fourth about damage does not); or of
emotional instruction or even manipulation (when images of
damage are accompanied by the photo of young Vietnamese
children); or even still of perhaps education (when images of
damage are accompanied by an image of Mt. Everest, subtly
locating the general region of affect).

The appropriation of imagery to attract the world’s gaze,
then, might have inherent problems with misuse of
copyright, for example, but the intention of the appropriator
will be different depending on what expectation is placed
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